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News From Around PA


David’s Bridal headquartered in Conshohocken (Montco) recently began running TV ads featuring two lesbians dancing after their “wedding” ceremony. It’s the largest US wedding retailer and filed for Chapter 11 in November.

Mechanicsburg Area Senior High School principal prevented students from handing out Bibles during lunch period saying they never applied for permission.

“The Long Road to LGBTQ+ Equality in Pennsylvania” is a traveling exhibit composed of six floor panels with texts and videos “highlighting the political and personal struggles of achieving LGBT equality.” Venues for the exhibit will include museums, libraries, schools, community centers, historical societies and government offices. Its main purpose is to push for the addition of sexual orientation and gender identity to the PA Human Relations Act.

News From National Scene

A complaint by the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) caused Amazon to remove a line of bath mats and doormats from its online store, claiming that the products offended Muslims. Would they have reacted as quickly if Christians had complained about bath mats and doormats with words from the Bible on them?

The recent American Psychological Association (AFA) journal explains that “traditional masculinity—marked by stoicism, competitiveness, dominance, and aggression—is, on the whole, harmful. Men socialized in this way are less likely to engage in healthy behaviors.” No one can claim there’s not a war on males in this country!

CA Democrat Maxine Waters, the new chair of the House Financial Services Committee, is planning to use her new power to push for more women and minorities in the top ranks of corporate America. Dems are preparing to introduce bills to force companies to disclose the gender and racial makeup of their boards.

A federal judge in Denver has rejected Colorado’s attempt to dismiss a lawsuit alleging that state civil rights officials are waging a campaign of harassment against Jack Phillips, owner of Masterpiece Cakeshop.
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